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Abstract - Current IT-based applications primarily use the concept of on-demand network access to satisfy their resource 

requirements. Cloud computing has emerged as the most viable platform for delivering the above service due to its cost-efficient 

and secure service delivery model. Due to this increasing reliance on on-demand resource access, the research community is 

paying exponentially increased attention towards optimizing the cloud along with improving the deployed security model. A 

massive amount of work has been done in this field by researchers in the past few years, as every technology has certain 

challenges associated with it. Although it is secure, it still demands more work to be done in the fields of security, resource 

management, traffic management, energy efficiency and data retrieval. This paper gives a review of research done in the field 

of secure and efficient retrieval of encrypted cloud data, which is the hottest area of research these days. The main contribution 

of this review is to get the gist of data retrieval systems over the cloud and to bring awareness about the contribution of various 

researchers in this emerging and challenging area. The paper also provides a secure three-tier encryption algorithm to encrypt 

the index and data over the cloud. For security, the paper focuses on searchable encryption schemes. For efficiency, it focuses 

on indexing techniques, searching strategies for single and multi-keyword search and ranking and retrieval methods for 

encrypted data over the cloud.  
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1. Introduction  
With the advent of computing-based applications, the 

demand for more resources, internet data usage, and many 

other essentials arises. Nowadays, most of the population is 

taking the benefits and advantages of internet services, storing 

their personal data over the cloud and retrieving essential 

information. As the development phase of science and 

technology is reaching new changes, many challenges still 

need to be resolved. In the past, people usually worked or ran 

their applications on the downloaded software on a physical 

computer or server in a building.  

However, with a cloud environment, people can access 

the same applications through the internet. Social interactions 

and checking bank balance on the phone is now possible only 

with the cloud. Many businesses are moving towards cloud 

computing only because of its increasing efficiency. With the 

help of the cloud, we can access work from multiple devices 

and anywhere, making it easier for teams to collaborate on 

shared data. According to the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST), “Cloud computing is a model for 

enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, 

servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 

service provider interaction.” 

 

Cloud computing has drastically changed, leading to 

reduced hardware and software costs. Cloud provides a high-

security mechanism as well as handles data storage remotely. 

Cloud provides a huge amount of applications in various areas 

that include business, online entertainment, 

telecommunication, finance and banking, educational sector 

and healthcare. The business delivery model provides a user 

experience by which hardware, software and network 

resources are optimally leveraged to provide innovative 

services over the web and servers. For organizations currently 

using traditional infrastructures, a cloud will enable users to 

consume IT resources in the data center in ways that were 

never available before [90]. 

https://www.internationaljournalssrg.org/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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The paper here provides a survey of various techniques 

used over the cloud, its applications, benefits, challenges and 

services that the cloud offers to its users. The paper is 

organized as follows: Section 1 comprises an introduction, 

Section 2 comprises the preliminaries, Section 3 consists of 

existing studies surveyed, i.e. related work, Section 4 analysis 

the Futuristic Scope Based on Existing Studies, Section 5 

dicusses the results and followed by conclusions in section 6.   

 

2. Preliminaries 
In order to achieve efficient and secure search in a cloud 

computing environment, researchers are focusing efforts on 

two preliminary aspects: the storage space model and retrieval 

efficiency structure. Both aspects affect the outcome of the 

system and contribute towards an effective model in their own 

way. 

 
2.1. Storage Vector Space 

The storage and retrieval of documents incorporate vector 

space modeling based on calculating some weight value 

assigned to each file. Every file contains relative weight, 

which converts it into vector model architecture.  

 

This model allows for calculating similarity features 

between the file and the trapdoor or query, and then, based on 

the relevance score, ranking can be done for a given search. 

 

2.2. Encrypted Index  

For every document file that is stored in encrypted form 

on a cloud server, there exists a certain set of keywords and an 

encrypted index value. For every search term in the query, the 

trapdoor is generated, and a relevant set of documents is 

retrieved based on some neutral index value.   

The figure shown below describes the general framework 

for ranked data retrieval using a multi-keyword search. 

Functions performed by a general model of ranked data 

retrieval are described below: 

2.2.1. Generate Key 

The secure key Sec K is generated by the data owner. 
 

 

2.2.2. Build Index 

The plaintext index tree is constructed by the data owner 

and then encrypted using key SK and sent to CSP along with 

the encrypted data. 

 

2.2.3. Generate Query 

The query keywords 𝑆𝑞 are transformed into the query 

𝑇𝑄 by the data user. The data user sends query 𝑇𝑄 to the Cloud 

Server.  

 

2.2.4. Execute Search 

Cloud Server performs the secure multi-keyword text 

search to obtain search results and then return them to the data 

user. 

 

2.3. Ranking Function  

The ranked searchable symmetric encryption scheme 

depends on searching by keywords. The ranking function or 

the relevance function score is used to sort the relevant 

documents by ranking them based on keywords contained 

within them. Various ranking methods have been used, but the 

most commonly prevalent among all is TF*IDF. It calculates 

the relevance function based on the keywords or watchwords. 

The term frequency and Inverse document frequency are 

calculated depending on keywords in trapdoor.TF*IDF comes 

in various versions where every new version overcomes the 

other in terms of output efficiency [50, 79]. 

 

3. Related Work 
The section discusses the existing studies surveyed, 

including various techniques used or implemented over the 

cloud. The data is stored in an encrypted form over the cloud 

before outsourcing so that an unauthorized user cannot access 

it, and it can be well protected from various attacks.  The data 

retrieval system involves five components, and each 

component has its own research gaps. The first component is 

the encryption of plain text to cipher text, the second is the 

indexing scheme to be implemented on encrypted data, and 

the third is searching techniques to find results relevant to the 

search query; fourth is authentication protocol to be 

implemented for authentication of data user; and fifth is 

ranking of results based on user relevance and retrieval 

techniques developed for efficient retrieval of cloud data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 General framework for ranked data retrieval using keyword search 
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Fig 2. Components of ranked data retrieval system over cloud 

 

3.1. Encryption of Data and Index 

In this era, data security and confidentiality is the main 

aspect to focus on, as everyone wants his data to be protected 

from other users. An enormous amount of work has been done 

in the past on encryption algorithms to protect the data as it is 

converted into an unreadable format. While talking about the 

cloud environment, the basic concept is that algorithms are 

either public key or private key, but the only difference is that 

they need to be enhanced or improved by enforcing certain 

frameworks or encryption schemes, as CSP is solely 

responsible for the secrecy of data of many data owners. As 

the size of data stored on the cloud is enormous, to enable 

efficient search on data, the index is also stored on the cloud. 

Now, if it remains unencrypted, this index may reveal a lot of 

information to CSP, so index encryption was introduced to 

enable good privacy. The evolution of searchable encryption 

schemes, along with their pros and cons, is described as 

follows: 

 

To access the data from the cloud, the client encrypts data 

by generating search tokens to send as queries to a storage 

server. Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) is the most 

widely used scheme to search for encrypted data. Seny 

Kamara et.al. (2012) constructed dynamic SSE against 

adaptive chosen keyword attacks and provided optimal search 

time. Pseudo-RANDOM Functions (PRF) and Pseudo-

Random Permutations (PRP) are used, which are polynomial-

time computable functions.  The scheme was an extension of 

SSE-1 from the previous studies based on an inverted index. 

SSE-1 is unsuitable for use in cryptographic cloud storage 

services as it is only secure against non-adaptive chosen 

keyword attacks, and it is not explicitly dynamic. However, 

the proposed scheme fails to secure the information as it leads 

to leakage problems, and it also does not include the cost of 

producing a plain text index as a computation cost. But SSE 

satisfies all the above properties related to search time, 

security, etc.[6, 52, 77]. 

 

Jyun-Yao Huang and I-En Liao (2012) propose a fault-

tolerant scheme for cloud computing. The earlier studies have 

a limitation related to range queries and cannot provide text 

search. So, they provide an integrated scheme for numeric data 

and text data queries and provide corresponding searchable 

encryption. The architecture of the proposed scheme is 

partitioned into two parts: trusted private cloud service and un-

trusted cloud service [10]. 

 

Various attribute-based encryption schemes were used 

earlier to encrypt data for security purposes in the cloud. 

Cheng-Chi Lee et al. (2013) present a survey on various 

encryption schemes based on attributes used for access control 

in the cloud environment. Attributes play an important role 

and are used to generate public keys and as an access policy 

to control the access rights of users. The access policy can be 

a key-based policy or a ciphertext-based policy. Attribute 

based encryption helps to reduce the communication overhead 

of the internet and provides a fine-grained access control 

suitable for private clouds. [12, 93] 

 

Comparison of cryptographic techniques ECC and RSA 

with the key size of 160 bit and 1024 bit respectively is 

performed in previous studies that provide ECC has the 

advantage in resource-constrained devices over RSA 

algorithm. Both algorithms are efficient schemes of Public 

Key Encryption [13]. 

 

Vishwanath S. Mahalle and Aniket K Shahade (2014) 

present a Hybrid (RSA & AES) encryption algorithm for data 

security. The work provides the biggest advantage of key 

generation based on system time, and an attacker cannot even 

guess them.  Cloud administrators cannot access user’s private 

data because the private key and secret key are only known to 

the user. RSA and AES provide three keys for the main 

purpose of using these algorithms: public key for encryption, 

private key, and secret key for decryption. After uploading, 

the data is stored in an encrypted form and can be decrypted 

only by the user's private and secret keys. The method 

provides good security to the user’s data on the cloud [14]. 

 

K. Seekar and M. Padmavathamma (2016) present an 

approach for encrypting and decrypting the data before 

sending it to the cloud. Data security is also a main challenge 

that needs to be resolved as the attacker makes a fake request, 

but when a legitimate request wants to execute, the system 

denies processing the same request due to the unavailability of 

resources. So, they present an approach that prevents the fake 

Ranked Data Retrieval System 

Encryption Ranking Index Generation Searching Authentication 
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request using double data encryption, which they used to 

choose Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data 

Encryption Standard (DES) and Rivest-Shamir-Adleman 

(RSA) as symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. Data 

encryption is considered a suitable mechanism for solving the 

data level issues. Among the above algorithms, AES uses less 

encryption and decryption time and also consumes less buffer 

space as compared to DES and RSA algorithms. AES is 

considered a better algorithm than DES and RSA [33, 94]. 

 

After the discovery of RSA, Fully Homomorphic 

Encryption (FHE) was introduced; this allows a worker to 

perform arbitrary computations on the encrypted data. Jian 

Liu, Jing-Li Han Zhao-Li Wang (2016) constructed a new 

secure searchable encryption scheme for single keyword 

searching.  The scheme is achieved using a Multikey Fully 

Homomorphic Encryption Scheme (MFHE). They discuss the 

applications of Multikey Homomorphic Encryption (MFHE). 

It provides security and privacy of the data, but query 

efficiency was not much better. [35, 80] 

 

As discussed in the cloud applications above in Section 1, 

we know it is also widely used in healthcare services and 

medical organizations. Abdelali El Bouchti, Samir Bahsani, 

and Tarik Nahhal (2016) present data encryption mechanisms 

in the healthcare cloud computing environment. They explore 

the healthcare cloud environment and design and implement 

cryptography algorithms, namely homomorphic encryption 

and RSA, in the proposed architecture to provide security to 

information. They also presented Elliptic-based additive 

homomorphic encryption to be used in the OpenStack 

framework in the healthcare cloud. [36] 
 

Many hybrid approaches are used or implemented in the 

cloud to provide security. But Chengliang Liang, Ning Ye, 

Reza Malekian, and Ruchuan Wang (2016) propose a hybrid 

encryption scheme to provide security to lightweight data on 

the cloud. They firstly improve the RSA algorithm so that it 

can quickly generate big primes in a cloud environment, as the 

earlier RSA has low efficiency in generating big primes. Then, 

they combine or merge the AES and improved RSA 

algorithms to get a suitable hybrid encryption scheme for the 

security of lightweight data.  The hybrid algorithm improves 

the RSA speed and solves the key management issue in the 

AES algorithm.  

 

The results show that the scheme provides many hybrid 

approaches are used or implemented in the cloud to provide 

security. But Chengliang Liang et al. propose a hybrid 

encryption scheme to provide security to lightweight data on 

the cloud. Firstly, they improve the RSA algorithm to quickly 

generate big primes in a cloud environment, as the earlier RSA 

has low efficiency in generating big primes. Then, they 

combine or merge the AES and improved RSA algorithms to 

get a suitable hybrid encryption scheme for the security of 

lightweight data.  The hybrid algorithm improves the RSA 

speed and solves the key management issue in the AES 

algorithm. The results show that the scheme provides a fast 

encryption and decryption mechanism, is more secure, and can 

handle security issues efficiently [41]. Multiple-user 

searchable encryption with keyword authorization is also 

introduced in cloud storage, which satisfies all data security 

properties, sublinear search time, concise indexes and 

authorizes or revokes a user efficiently. Asymmetric bilinear 

map groups and keywords authorization binary tree for 

constructing multi-user searchable encryption was also 

proposed, which was able to authorize a designed user to 

search for a subset of keywords [44, 51]. Then, RSE was 

proposed based on relevance score in a single keyword search 

[48].  
 

Table 1. Analysis of encryption schemes 

Encryption Scheme Key management Key length Time overhead Speed Security Storage overhead 

AES Difficult Long Less Fast Excellent Less 

CBC NA Long More Slow Low Less 

PKCS5 Easy NA More Slow High Less 

PEKS Easy NA More Slow High Less 

IPEKS Easy NA Less Fast Low More 

RSA Easy Long More Slow Very high More 

DES Easy Too short More Very slow High Less 

ECC Easy Short Less Very fast Very high Less 

IBE Easy NA More Slow High More 

RSA+ECC Easy Long Less Very fast Excellent Less 

AES+RSA Easy Long More Fast Very high More 

SSL NA Short More NA Excellent More 

Homomorphic Easy Medium Less Fast High Very high 

NTRU-PEKS Easy Short Very less Fast Excellent More 
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Table 2. Analysis of the research gaps in encryption schemes used for encryption of data/index 

Algorithm Index Data Research Gaps/ Scope of Improvement Reference 

AES Y Y 
Key management issues and indexes consist of 

entire documents, which makes searching slow. 
[22][33][73][77] 

CBC Y Y 
The index consists of an entire document, which 

makes searching slow. 
[22] 

PKCS5 Y Y 
The index consists of the entire document, which 

makes searching slow. 
[22] 

PEKS N Y It has limited search capabilities. [22] 

Ipeks N Y 
It removes the limitation of perks but at the cost of 

storage overhead, which can further be improved. 
[22] 

RSA N N It has a slow speed, which can further be improved. [16][33][74][75][76][77] 

DES N N 
It has too short a key length, so it is more prone to 

side attacks. 
[33][75] 

ECC Y Y It has a shorter key length as compared to RSA. [16][73][76] 

IBE N N Less efficient as compared to RSA+ECC. [37] 

RSA+ECC Y Y Secure and more efficient than IBE. [37] 

Homomorphic N N It is computationally complex. [34] 

AES+IMPROVED 

RSA(by Montgomery 

algorithm) 

Y Y 

It is the most efficient and secure and offers easy 

key management, but the index consists of whole 

documents instead of certain keywords to reduce 

search time. 

[20][41] 

128 bit SSL Y Y 

It can be used for single-keyword searches, but 

supporting multi-keyword searches still needs 

improvement. 

[9] 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Various approaches for index generation 
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3.2. Index Generation Techniques for Cloud Data 

Constructing an index for improving the search efficiency 

is the most important aspect of research in data retrieval from 

CSP. The index structure can be constructed either by a 

multidimensional approach or a comprehensive approach. The 

multidimensional approach focuses on different aspects of the 

same problem in parallel, whereas the comprehensive 

approach enables drawing expertise to have the single best 

possible solution to the problem [68]. Index construction 

involves both approaches, which are further elaborated as 

follows:  

 

A multidimensional indexing scheme in epic is proposed, 

which is referred to as RT-CAN. RT-CAN supports 

multidimensional query processing in the cloud. The global 

index is distributed in this scheme, and the servers are 

organized into an overlay structure. A mapping function is 

used to map R-tree nodes and CAN servers. A consistent 

hashing scheme retrieves data from the index; it is key-based 

and unsuitable for multidimensional or range queries. So, a 

variant of CAN is used to support multidimensional data, as 

CAN has a high routing cost. In the query processing 

mechanism, three types of queries are processed, i.e. point, 

range, and KNN, using uniform (3-dimensional) and traffic (2-

dimensional) datasets. Only the network cost is considered in 

the cost model. System performance is affected by query 

processing cost and index maintenance cost in the RT-CAN 

indexing system. The performance of range queries, KNN 

queries [67] and updates are evaluated, and the effect of index 

tuning, routing cache and dimensionality is also studied and 

considered [3]. 

 

Data protection in the cloud is a challenge or an emerging 

issue. Authorized users can access data, and various kinds of 

attacks can be possible on data that may lead to information 

leakage problems. Anna Squicciarini, Smitha Sundareswaran, 

and Dan Lin (2010) explore the data leakage issue due to 

indexing in the cloud. To overcome the problem, the three-tier 

data protection architecture was designed, and a portable data 

binding technique for users' privacy requirements was 

developed. It provides various benefits; it does not depend on 

trusted computing architectures and provides full control from 

the user end. With SAML infrastructure servers, 

authentication is achieved. As an executable enforcement 

mechanism, this maximises the programmable capacity of 

JAR files. This will further lead to enclosing the data and its 

related policies as access rights can be converted to executable 

codes—the technique consists of binding policies, 

authentication in indexing, and policy and data enforcement. 

Still, the approach can be further extended for better results 

[4]. 

 

Mariana Raykova et al.(2012) provide an exact keyword 

matching scheme referred to as a secure, anonymous database 

search scheme (SADS). They describe a general framework 

for engineering usable, secure private information with the 

help of which semantic errors can be minimized and query 

flexibility can be enhanced. In the proposed system, the search 

time is more than the round-up time, but it does not have any 

additional overhead, so it is suitable for real-world search 

systems [5]. 

 

Fangquan Cheng et al. present an SSE scheme that 

provides support to highly efficient one-round multiple-

keyword queries over large data that is symmetrically 

encrypted. The proposed scheme provides security against 

chosen-keyword attacks (IND2-CKA) and overcomes the 

problem of search pattern leakage. Indexes are prone to 

adaptive chosen keyword attacks. In order to avoid a 

successful guessing attack, the data owner will add entry 

gamma(G) in the Build Index before sending it to the server. 

Now, G(yi) will be a non-empty bucket at a particular position 

to which gamma will point. It will send G(yi) along with the 

real data vector to avoid guessing the actual data by the 

attacker. It provides a security mechanism for indexing using 

fake rules. The work focuses on the best possible solutions for 

search efficiency [21]. 

 

Hongwei Li et al. provide experiments for EMRS that 

depict the scheme as having high functionality and search 

efficiency.[28][95] Also, the Cuckoo hashing technique for 

searchable index construction was proposed to improve 

privacy, security and query efficiency of data retrieval over 

cloud storage. The F-measue, precision and recall are taken as 

parameters to evaluate the performance of cuckoo hashing and 

Latent Semantic Search (LSS)[84].  

 

Various keyword-searching techniques are reviewed by  

Arpitha T V Mallikarjuna Shastry (2016) to find successful 

techniques for retrieving information and documents over the 

cloud. Secured Multiple-Keyword Search (SMS)  helps to 

develop a safe cloud data consumption method but fails to get 

relevant data, which does not provide ranking and Boolean 

search. Order Preserving Encryption (OPE) provides some 

security for data leakage. Two Round Searchable Encryption 

(TRSE) further improved retrieved results' security and 

prevented leakage. Multi-Keyword Text/Keyword Search 

(MTS) provides secure cloud server search over encrypted 

data. Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) uses TRSE to 

give top-k multi-keyword retrieval results. Synonym-based 

search and multi-keyword ranked search uses TF-IDF 

algorithms. The paper provides a review of various searchable 

encryption techniques in view of single keyword, multiple 

keywords search, Ranking, Similarity search and Fuzzy 

resilience [30]. 

 

Xin Zhou et al.(2016) discuss interval query and 

indexing. They analyze the existing studies related to interval 

indexing and searching.  There is very little research carried 

out on interval indexing. They propose a new secure index 

structure, Indexing for Interval Query Hbase (EIIQHbase), to 

improve existing EPI+MRST and searching algorithms are 
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also proposed so that space overhead and respond time can be 

reduced. EIIQHbase overcomes the drawbacks of the existing 

study of EPI+MRST. With the help of the proposed index 

structure, query performance is improved, and results 

demonstrate that the scheme is effective and efficient [39]. 

 

Zhu Xiangyang et al. (2017) propose an efficient and 

accurate verifiable privacy-preserving multikeyword text 

search over encrypted cloud data known as MUSE. HAC-tree 

index structure is proposed to improve the efficiency of text 

searching based on hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The 

index structure HAC-tree also collects documents of high 

relevancy in clusters. Two search schemes are discussed based 

on MUSE: Basic multi-keyword text search over encrypted 

cloud data (BMUSE) and Enhanced secure multi-keyword 

text search over encrypted cloud data (EMUSE). BMUSE 

secure the documents, index and query confidentiality by 

resisting cipher text attacks, but if the query keyword to be 

searched is the same next time, then the trapdoor and access 

part will also be the same so that BMUSE may disclose the 

trapdoor unlink ability and keyword privacy. However, 

EMUSE adds random values to the relevant scores between 

documents and queries to overcome cipher text attacks. The 

scheme has good efficiency and accuracy compared to 

existing schemes and methods [46, 101]. 

As the amount of data drastically increases over the cloud, 

the traditional searching methods require content tagging with 

descriptive metadata and then matching search queries with 

metadata. The user experience degrades if the quality of 

metadata generated is low. Based on the content similarity, the 

search methods involving content tagging are drawing more 

attention [70].  

By looking at the content as the most important feature, 

the content-based search retrieves the relevant results. The 

state-of-art research for content-based data retrieval involves 

two aspects. Firstly, extract the descriptive features to 

represent the content and then reduce the latency of a single 

query trapdoor [69, 71, 72]. Table 3 and Table 4 show the 

analysis of comprehensive and multidimensional approaches 

used for indexing over cloud data.  

 

Nan Zu et al.proposed and indexing system called 

Partitioned Rash Forest (PRF), which was update-efficient. It 

uses a hierarchical memory system that enables it to handle 

requests efficiently. It provides better quality results by using 

a small portion of the query as compared to the LSH indexing 

structure used in the framework of the cloud for healthcare 

monitoring [49, 81].  

 

Table 3. Analysis of indexing techniques using a comprehensive approach 

Technique Scope of Improvement 

3-tier architecture (provide different levels of 

security required for a variety of data in a single 

document) 

Required improvement for information leakage attacks and scalability 

issues is still unaddressed. 

SADS The issue of long search time remains unaddressed. 

IND2-CKA Prone to adaptive chosen attack. 

SMS Do not provide ranked results and was inefficient. 

OPE Has data leakage loophole. 

EMRS(index construction via blind storage) 
It improves search efficiency and conceals search patterns but still has the 

issue of scalability of the index. 

TRSE 
Stemming is used to construct an index but has issues with pattern 

recognition attacks and results in low search accuracy. 

Efficient Indexing for Interval Query Hbase 

(EIIQHbase) 

Computational overhead is high because of the use of two sub-indexes. 

Also, index updation and scalability is still an issue. It has low index 

efficiency for interval queries. 

PHF 
Although being a scalable and efficient approach, it still causes query 

overhead when implemented. 
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Table 4. Indexing techniques using multidimensional approach 

Technique Scope of Improvement 

CAN 
It uses a hash function for routing between nodes of the tree. This approach suffers from high routing 

overheads. 

RT-CAN 
This approach maps R-Tree nodes to CAN servers. It supports point query processing but does not support 

range queries. 

LSB TREE 
In this, the hash key is converted into z order value to be indexed by the B tree. It suffers extra storage 

overhead, scalability issues and index update issues. 

SKP LIST 
It is an extension of the ordered list suitable for parallel computation applications. Still, it is not recommended 

because worse time complexity affects retrieval efficiency. 

SKIPTREE This approach has low storage capacity, is slow, and hence is less efficient. 

SKIP 

OCTREE 

It is a combination of skiplist and Octree. It supports dynamic index scaling and multidimensional queries but 

has scope for improvement in ensuring query efficiency by enhancing data consistency. 

RT-HCN 
Although being storage and space efficient, it deals with scalability issues if the size and the number of indices 

increase. 

HAC TREE Among all the multidimensional approaches, it is the most efficient and gives accurate results. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Data retrieval without access control procedure 
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3.3. Index Generation Techniques for Cloud Data 

While having adapted to cloud technology, the data owner 

uses services provided by the cloud like SAAS, IAAS, PAAS, 

CAAS, DAAS, etc. Since then, the cloud has been used for 

data storage as far as its usage is concerned. Data that is stored 

on the cloud is always in cipher form. This data conversion 

into cipher form, which is called encryption, is performed by 

CSP. But this approach makes the CSP a single point to attack 

by malicious users. The other way is that the owner encrypts 

the data and sends encrypted documents to CSP along with the 

encrypted index to search for the relevant data easily from 

CSP. Now, in this method, the owner becomes the source of 

temptation for hackers. In both cases, some provision is 

required to control the access of data by unauthorized users.  

It is also called access control, as the access is restrained or 

granted to the client by the data owner as per authentication or 

access control protocols. This is shown in the figure above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Data Retrieval using access control procedure 

 

Access control must be performed on CSP to restrict any 

attacker from getting data from CSP [58] and on the owner 

side to restrict access to his data by authenticated clients only. 

So, to embed this confidentiality, data owners, along with the 

encryption of documents, also frame an access scheme to 

allow only certain users to have access to those documents. 

CP-ABE allows this capability to secure the system and 

preserve data privacy from unauthorized users. 
 

Traditional access control mechanisms like DAC[86], 

MAC[87], bell-la-pedula[88], and RBAC[89] are not suitable 

for cloud environments because of the following limitations: 

1. These schemes are unsuitable for large-scale cloud 

applications as they are not flexible enough to support 

large data. 

2. The user’s role may vary from application to application, 

so these schemes are not dynamically adaptable. 

3. There is a need for more secure algorithms to meet the 

needs of new authentication models. 

 

CP-ABE overcomes all the above limitations and is more 

widely used for providing confidentiality on cloud platforms 

[85]. 

 

The timestamp approach, nonce approach and one-time 

secret-based approach provide the security mechanism and are 

also more efficient than the existing authentication schemes 

[40]. 

 

The table below represents the analysis of various access 

control techniques based on various attacks, computational 

complexity, scalability and flexibility of technique. 

Access 

Control 

Data owner 

Data 

Control Management 

Authorized User 

Request 

Search 

Authentication by key sharing 

CSP  

Encrypted documents 
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Table 5. Analysis of access control mechanism based on functional and security parameters [9] 

 

3.4. Searching Strategies for Single/Multi-Keyword Search 

To search the document from the list of documents stored 

by the data owner, single keyword search or multi-keyword 

search can be implemented. Various researchers have 

implemented search strategies to achieve efficient results; 

still, there has always been scope for improvement in this area. 

The general model of ranked single/multi-keyword search is 

depicted in the figure below. 

: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6 Single/multi-keyword ranked search model 

 

Many secure searching techniques have been proposed by 

various researchers like SCKS-XDH, SCKS-SS, Attribute-

based encryption, RSSE, synonym-based search, fuzzy 

keyword search, etc [1, 2, 8, 15].  The comparison of search 

schemes is shown in table 6. SSE was first used to resolve the 

ranked search problem over encrypted cloud data, but the 

results were inefficient. DARPA recognized the era of 

searchable encryption considering data security for national 

and private information systems [53, 54, 78]. Pang et al. 

proposed SSE, basically referred to as SSE, that allows only 

authorized users to generate a search on the encrypted data and 

also allows Multiple Users Keyword Search (MUKS)[65]. 

SSE is implemented using public key encryption and private 

key encryption. PEKS conceals access patterns with the 

tradeoff between the overhead of search time and efficiency 

compared to private key search encryption [55, 66]. In the 

second private key method, the index and data are stored and 

encrypted on the server, which provides the confidentiality of 

data access patterns for the entire information [56, 57]. 

Synonym-based MKS was proposed over encrypted cloud 

data, but still, there is a scope to research a search scheme 

based on semantics that supports syntactic transformation, 

anaphora resolution and other NLP technology [92].  

 

Semantic and secure keyword base search was proposed 

to get exact details required by the user. This technique also 

ensures that the same trapdoor does not produce the same 

results each time to address the issue of data confidentiality 

and integrity [99]. Another privacy-preserving semantic 

keyword-based searching algorithm was proposed, 

incorporating a stemming algorithm that reduces the index 

size [96, 97]. Semantic based scheme was extended for mobile 

Access control 
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Side 

Flexibility Scalability 
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DOS 

Attack 
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Attack 
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Attack 

Man 

in 

Middle 

Attack 

Role-based ✓        ✓   

Attribute-based ✓   ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓   ✓   

Provenance 

based 
✓        ✓   

Blockchain-

based 
✓     ✓      

Two-factor 

authentication 

framework of 

OOB factor 

and separate 

communication 

channels 

✓      ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

CP-ABE ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  ✓  

Data + Index 

Data Owner 

Ranked Result 

Data User 

Single/Multi-Keyword Search Request 

CSP 
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devices, making use of graphs to retrieve the results from the 

cloud server [98].  MT scheme with similarity-based ranking 

used A tree-based index structure [25], and various adaption 

methods for multidimensional (MD) algorithms are proposed 

to improve search efficiency [17]. 

 

A secure and efficient scheme was proposed to retrieve 

files in order of relevance to keywords without index updation 

overhead [38]. Another homomorphic encryption scheme is 

applied to assure the privacy of sensitive data. However, the 

scheme is highly computationally complex and has a high 

communication overhead that must be addressed[100]. A 

multiple keyword ranked search was developed to support 

search results verification to retrieve the results. Qset-based 

data structure TF*IDF and MAC are also used to make it 

efficient, and there is also a need to investigate the rank order 

of the search results [45]. 

 

The table clearly depicts strategies that use single-

keyword or multi-keyword searches. In order to achieve 

accuracy in results, the multi-keyword search is preferred. The 

search time should be reduced for efficient search, which can 

further include many improvement parameters like an 

efficient index construction scheme, reduced encryption and 

decryption time, reduced delay time, etc. Focus can be made 

on storage techniques in a certain manner that can improve 

search efficiency.    

 

Table 6. Analysis of various search schemes 

Search Scheme 
Single 

Keyword 

Multiple 

Keyword 

Ranked 

Results 

Index 

Updation 

Access 

Pattern/sensitive data 

hiding 

Efficiency 
Search 

Time 

SCKS ✓      Low More 

SSE ✓      Low More 

Multi-user 

SSE[18] 
 ✓   ✓   Low More 

PEKS     ✓  Low More 

RSSE ✓  ✓  ✓    Low More 

OPSE      Low More 

Synonym based 

MKRS 
 ✓  ✓    Low More 

Privacy-

preserving 

MKtext search 

 ✓    ✓  High Less 

Verifiable fuzzy 

KS 
✓     ✓  Low More 

Semantic MKRS  ✓  ✓   ✓  High Less 

Multi-owner 

ranked search 
 ✓  ✓  ✓   High Less 

3.5. Rankings and Retrieval of Encrypted Cloud Data 

Cloud computing provides an IAAS service that enables 

us to store an enormous amount of data at CSP. As discussed 

above, the two aspects of data storage and data search, the 

third major aspect is data retrieval. Data retrieval is useless if 

the results contain a major proportion of irrelevant results 

required by the user. So, ranking results in the order of 

relevance to the user is required. While retrieving essential 

data from the cloud, sometimes the queried search terms 

contain sensitive information that must be kept secret from the 

database holder to prevent the information leakage problem. 

Cengiz Örencik and Erkay Savas (2012) propose a privacy-

preserving ranked keyword search scheme based on Private 

Information Retrieval (PIR) [19]. The scheme supports multi-

keyword queries with the ranking criteria and also increases 

the keyword search scheme's security. The scheme also 

satisfies efficient communication and computation 

requirements. They solve the problem of efficient and secure 

ranked multi-keyword search on remotely stored encrypted 

database model stored on a remote machine where the 

database users are protected against privacy violations. A 

symmetric key encryption method is used for encrypting 

documents, increasing the scheme's efficiency. To access the 

contents of retrieved documents, blinded encryption is used. 

The proposed method fulfills security requirements, and the 

ranking method returns highly relevant documents. There are 

still further improvements that can be explored [7]. 

 

As cloud computing is recommended for various 

applications, security in the cloud is still an issue that must be 

resolved. Many researchers and scholars are working for the 

betterment of cloud security. Sandeep K. Sood (2012) 

proposes a framework that consists of various techniques and 

procedures that will protect the data from the owner to the 
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cloud and then to the user. Three cryptographic parameters for 

data confidentiality, availability and integrity are discussed. 

He uses Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 128-bit encryption for 

data protection and can be raised to 256-bit encryption. 

Message Authentication Code (MAC) is used in three sections 

in cloud storage for integrity check, division and searchable 

encryption of data [9]. 

 

Privacy of data, privacy of the data owner and privacy of 

the retriever are essential requirements in terms of privacy and 

security that are considered in designing a searchable 

encryption scheme. Existing searchable schemes fulfill these 

requirements but lag behind in search efficiency. Dongyoung 

Koo, Junbeom Hur, and Hyunsoo Yoon (2013) propose a new 

searchable encryption that makes use of an Attribute-Based 

Encryption (ABE) scheme and is elaborated in Figure 7 

[82,11]: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 Searchable ABE 

 

Z. Jiang and L. Liu (2013) present a Disjunctively 

Oblivious Keyword Search (DOKS) that enables efficient, 

secure, and fast searching with short encrypted text. The 

drawback of the technique was that there was no relationship 

between an encrypted document and a query keyword, and it 

could not support multi-keyword search[59, 61]. Then, a new 

Dictionary and Lingual Keyword Search (DLKS) was 

proposed by S. Kumar Verma, S. Mathew, S. Srivastava, and 

S. Venkataesan, allowing multi-lingual searching and 

maintaining data integrity on CSP. The technique was more 

secure with reduced search time and computational overhead 

[62].   

 

Y. Lu proposed a Logarithmic Search Over Encrypted 

Data (LSED), which was secure and supported query 

authentication. However, its drawback was that it was prone 

to pattern recognition attacks at CSP. Also, it gives all the 

control of data updation and query authorization to the data 

owner, which is more susceptible to a single hotspot of 

failure[63]. Z. Xia et. al. (2013) presented a similarity-based 

search over encrypted images to provide confidentiality of the 

image database. The technique was accurate in results with the 

tradeoff between accuracy and time complexity [64]. 

 

For secure and efficient retrieval of content, it is desired 

to ensure that the user can perform a search over the encrypted 

data in such a manner that the server is unaware of the content 

and searched keywords. The cryptographic method that 

provides this feature is Searchable Encryption (SE). In a 

privacy preservation-based search, the CSP is unaware of any 

content about the keywords and encrypted documents.  

 

It can hide the data as well as the trapdoor during 

searching. Although it is semantically secure based on 

Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) and Bilinear Diffe-Hellman 

(BDH) assumptions, the practical efficacy is not proved by 

experimental setups [60]. 

 

  Md Iftekhar Salam et al. (2015) present the searchable 

encryption schemes [22,26] shown in figure 8. 

Vasudha Arora, S.S. Tyagi (2015) analyzes various SE 

schemes where the data owner is accountable for making his 

data secure. Order-preserving Encryption Scheme (OPE), 

Order-Preserving Mapping (OPM), Homomorphic encryption 

and Two Round Searchable Encryption (TRSE) schemes are 

discussed in detail. The proposed scheme does not leak any 

information and provides the original data to authorized users 

[24]. 

 

Cloud solved the problem of data storage and portability. 

However, most of the data is uploaded in the form of plaintext, 

which leads to more security and privacy risks. Lei Xu and 

Chungen Xu (2015) present a data retrieval system using a 

public key encryption system with keyword search. 
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Fig. 8 Searchable encryption schemes in 2014 and 2015 

 

To achieve a shorter key size scheme, they use 

asymmetric pairings. The dual system technique reduces it to 

decisional subspace assumptions to prove the scheme's 

security. The searchable encryption scheme is based on an 

identity-based encryption system, but an open challenge still 

exists [27]. 

 

C. Saranya, G.Radha, and R. Subash (2015) propose a 

searchable encryption scheme that includes new cryptography 

technologies, ECC and vector space model. While encrypting 

the searchable index data, the owner makes use of the kNN 

scheme. For the efficient top k retrieval, they use a multi-

keyword ranked search. Two-round Searchable Encryption 

(TRSE) with top k retrieval is used, which is composed of a 

vector space model (for sufficient search accuracy) and 

homomorphic encryption (provides ranking criteria on the 

server side). For ranking the files so that most matched results 

can be retrieved, they use relevance scoring. Compare the 

precision, privacy and computation time results between 

Multi-keyword search with top k retrieval, SSE with multi-

keyword retrieval and TRSE with top k retrieval. The scheme 

basically solves the problem of secure multi-keyword top-k 

retrieval over encrypted cloud data. A server-side ranking SSE 

scheme is introduced, which overcomes the information 

leakage problem of the OPE scheme. The scheme provides 

good efficiency and security [29].  

 

Ashutosh Mishra, Velayutham. T M(SRS), Dr. C R S 

Kumar  (2016) analyses the cloud computing security issues 

and challenges.  
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Table 7. Research gaps in encrypted data retrieval techniques over cloud 

Technique Aspects for Further Future Consideration 

SSE Security issue and computation cost. 

Privacy-preserving Multi keyword ranked search (P) 

using k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) 

Need for integrity checking of rank order in search results, Need to 

reduce computation and communication overhead and can be 

improved on security backgrounds. 

Curtmola’s SSE Less efficient as it has a longer encryption time. 

Multikey Fully Homorphic Encryption(MFHE) It does not support multi-keyword search and ranking. 

Multi Keyword Text Search (MUSE) using 

Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering Tree (HAC-

tree) 

Less efficient as search time was large. 

Ranked Searchable Encryption(RSE) It does not support multi keyword search. 

Hierarchical attribute-based encryption(HABE) with 

attribute-based retrieval feature (ARF) tree 

Inflexible in assigning attributes to documents and can further be 

optimized to decrease the number of access trees. 

Privacy-preserving data search scheme based on 

identifier-based Adleson-Veskii and Landis (ID-AVL) 

tree 

Search efficiency can be improved and can be integrated with a 

data retrieval system with the ranking of results. 

Tree-based ranked multi-keyword search with 

multiple data owners (TBMSM) 

Needs improvement in search efficiency and minimization of 

storage space. 

IDCrypt uses two-layer encryption scheme(TLES), 

i.e. identity-based encryption (IBE) and Public key 

encryption(PKE) 

Needs improvement in security and technical issues. 

They propose a solution to mitigate data retrieval and 

enhance data security against leakage. They use ENIGMA 

architecture for fast data retrieval and data confidentiality. 

AONT (all-or-nothing-transform) (AES- 256 BIT and LT 

encoding) is used for data encryption. The above two schemes 

provide fast data retrieval and better data availability and 

confidentiality. However, the fast data scanning through 

storage nodes also creates a bottleneck in data retrieval [42]. 

 

Tuhena Sen and Kumar Chaudhary (2017) discuss in 

detail the ranking algorithms that include Simples PageRank, 

HITS and Weighted PageRank Algorithms. Simple PageRank 

is based on link structure, mainly forward links. Weighted 

PageRank is based on a link approach and involves backward 

and forward links to rank the pages. HITS (Hypertext Induced 

Topic Search) uses authorities and hubs and works on content 

as well as the structure of the web.  

All the above three algorithms have their own advantages 

and limitations, but Weighted PageRank and HITS outcomes 

better performance than Simple PageRank. However, getting 

appropriate results is challenging due to the involvement of 

fake sites. So, there is a need to improve the algorithms [47]. 

 

There has always been a tradeoff between storage and 

time to search for relevant data in the cloud environment.  

From the above table, it can be analyzed that to achieve 

efficient ranked data retrieval, there is still a need to develop 

a storage and time-efficient system. Also, security is another 

aspect that cannot be compromised in any case, as the data is 

in the hands of a third party, although trusted, but still lurking 

for an attacker. 

4. Analysis of Futuristic Scope Based on Existing 

Studies 
There is a need for a searchable algorithm with good 

efficiency for ranking; the searches must have various 

properties that provide result in ranked order of relevance and 

supports multiple keyword searches with quick response and 

with the minimum number of delays. With the above-

mentioned properties, there is a need to propose a multiple-

keyword ranked search scheme that also supports search 

results verification. Due to several gaps in searches, there is a 

wide scope of futuristic research: 

  

4.1. Concise Indexes 

Inappropriate accuracy of the schemes is a major 

drawback, and this leads to the main root cause for encryption 

being deflated as it was not at all done to improve the accuracy 

[28, 46]. 

 

Several indexing schemes, such as R-tree, Quard Tree, 

Octree, and Skip-Octree, are proposed to build an index over 

encrypted data. The index size is very important because it 

will be divided over multiple servers if it increases, so the 

index must be concise.  Therefore, indexing leads to an issue 

of accessing indexes from multiple servers. [3]. The problem 

of tier structures of the data without analysing the requirement 

of structuring the form per particular application can be 

overcome by indexing RT-CAN and Portable data hiding 

technique, which are both multiple dimensional schemes. RT-

CAN give a solution to the scalability of search nodes and 

minimum hops without taking into account the requirement 

and situational awareness of the deployment of required 

nodes.  
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A Portable data hiding technique provides a 

multidimensional 3-tier architecture without taking into 

account the situational requirement of the application, which 

can be understandable that different applications require 

different computing abilities, or this also means that different 

keywords require different amounts of complexity in search. 

So, a highly complex search structure is not required for the 

application that needs a  less complex search structure [3].  

RT-CAN works better than RT-HCN in the case when we 

increase the network scale as RT-HCN (hierarchical irregular 

compound network) is a two-layered architecture and uses an 

R tree-based indexing structure. It still brings space and query 

efficiency, and it deals with a limitation of scalability when 

the number of indices increases [83]. 

4.2. Consistent Indexes 

The index should be consistent w.r.t updation because as 

both transactional and data analysis operations run 

simultaneously, there is a requirement to make better data 

query efficiency by increasing the data consistency. This will 

lead to a conflict between update and query, so this is also an 

issue in the cloud of index updation [43]. 
 

4.3. Secure Index 

The concept of sub-index can be introduced to avoid 

leakage of search patterns and achieve strict indexing update 

security. Bucket locations can be randomized to achieve a 

higher level of security [21]. 
 

4.4. Sub Linear Search Time  

Existing search schemes has a drawback in terms of 

accuracy and search time. Both the factors of accuracy and 

search need to work parallely and are only useful if the search 

takes less time. Implementation cost is also higher, and for 

successful implementation, that cost needs to be provided; if 

not, then for practical implications, the system is not suitable. 

So, there is a requirement to minimize the cost rather than 

reduce computing resources, such as minimum nodes. The 

computational cost, dependent on the number of documents 

and keyword dictionary size, also needs to improve. 

Moreover, computational costs include cryptographic 

operations, storing and retrieving index information, and file 

transfers over the network [28]. 
 

4.5. Security or Data Hiding 

Collaboration of symmetric and asymmetric encryption 

provides good results for user data files and index files [31]. 

Data hiding and encryption services are mostly required for 

data security. SSE is compromised in the previous method as 

SSE is only for non-adaptive chosen-keyword attacks. By 

using general and inefficient techniques, it can support 

dynamic operations. 
 

4.6. Multi-Keyword Search 

In terms of elasticity and efficiency, both fuzzy and 

semantic-based search scheme fails, so there is a requirement 

for multiple keyword search technique [31]. 

4.7. Granting Authorized Access 

Granting authorization access is the major key point to 

revoke the access of unauthorized users. There have been 

some worries about legitimate users' access, like being able to 

issue queries even using a resource-constrained device like a 

cell phone and query processing [23]. 

 

4.8. Ranking 

While retrieving the documents in order of most relevant 

to least also involves issues relating to accurate retrieval per 

user expectations. 

 

5. Results and Discussion 
As discussed above, Cloud Computing is an interesting 

field with many possibilities for maintenance at the 

infrastructure and software layers. Two processes are 

associated with the storage architecture, namely the storage 

and the retrieval.  The storage architecture plays a vital role in 

how fast the data is retrieved. The retrieved data is presented 

as per the weighted value.  

The work presents a novel secure storage and ranking 

mechanism for the documents for the cloud. As no previous 

reference for any data is kept on the server, the data is 

encrypted based on the correlation between the data files 

calculated by Cosine similarity. The ranking of the retrieved 

data is done through a supervised machine-learning 

mechanism. The evaluation of the parameters is done on the 

base of computation time and the total number of true 

retrievals on multi-keyword search. Multiple Kaggle datasets 

are used to perform and cross-validate the proposed algorithm. 

The proposed solution is divided into two parts, namely 

storage and retrieval. 

5.1. Storage  

The set of documents T contains n*o data files. For the 

secure storage of T, a new encryption algorithm of three-level 

architecture A (A1, A2, A3) is used. An encryption selection 

algorithm is implemented to select the algorithm from set A 

cosine similarity is applied over T.   Based on the cosine 

similarity of the data files at the time of storage. The average 

similarity index over the entire set of documents T is 

evaluated. For T having 5 documents, the complexity 

evaluator algorithm is applied, and the similarity index is 

calculated. Then, the encryption algorithm is applied to the 

document to ensure security. 

  

Fig. 9 shows the various operations performed to encrypt 

the documents. It consists of uploading the documents, 

preprocessing the documents (removal of stop words and 

removal of case sensitivity), converting documents into 

feature vectors and finding cosine similarity between those 

vectors to find their complexity with respect to other 

documents in the database. Based on the complexity value, say 

R, the encryption algorithm is applied to the main document.  
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Fig. 9 Operations for encrypting documents 

 

 Fig. 10 shows the stop word removal process and case sensitivity removal process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Preprocessing text files 

Fig. 11 shows the database screenshot. There are 2226 text files from online BBC news data. 

Fig. 11 Dataset 

Upload Data 

Remove Case Sensitivity 

Vector 

Cosine Similarity 

Select Encryption Algorithm 
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 Figure 12 shows the process of converting each document word into a feature vector value.  In Matlab, the generator function 

is used for converting text in the document to a feature vector. 
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Fig. 12 Feature vectors 

 

 After finding the feature vector, the next step is to find the 

cosine similarity of each document within the documents 

stored in the database (Alewiwi, M., Orencik, C. and Savaş, 

E., 2015). It is calculated by the below-shown formula: 

 

cos 𝜃 =
𝐴. 𝐵

mod A. modB
 

cos θ =
∑ (𝐴i𝐵𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1

√∑ (Ai
2)

𝑛

𝑖=1
 √∑ (Bi

2)
𝑛

𝑖=1

 

  

Where A and B are feature vectors, and cos 𝜃 is the angle 

between A and B. Smaller the angle between A and B, the 

greater the similarity value and vice versa. 

 

Fig. 13 Cosine similarity values 
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Fig. 13 shows the cosine similarity value of each 

document. The number of connections denotes the total 

number of comparisons. If there are n number of documents, 

then the number of connections will be  
𝑛(𝑛−1)

2
. In the figure 

shown above, there are 10 total documents uploaded, so the 

number of connections is 45. 

In order to select the best possible similarity value, the 

proposed work evaluated three different similarity measures, 

namely the Cosine similarity, Euclidean distance and the 

Jaccard Similarity. The best co-relation value is attained by 

the cosine similarity that can be viewed in Table 8 as follows.  

The similarity measures demonstrate that the cosine 

similarity attains maximum value and is most suitable for the 

processing. 

• Normalized Euclidean Distance: It measures the 

Euclidean distance between two vectors after normalizing 

them to have unit length. It ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 

indicates identical documents, and 1 indicates completely 

dissimilar documents. 

• Normalized Jaccard Similarity: It measures the similarity 

between two sets by taking the size of their intersection 

divided by the size of their union. It ranges from 0 to 1, 

where 0 indicates completely dissimilar documents, and 

1 indicates identical documents.

    Table 8. Comparison of similarity measures 

Document Count Cossim Values Normalized Euclidean Distance Normalized Jaccard Similarity 

10 0.421 0.41392906 0.41285993 

20 0.445 0.40716336 0.40265518 

30 0.4567 0.45646042 0.44964952 

40 0.4655 0.4491304 0.42939597 

50 0.4789 0.45744601 0.42643305 

60 0.47991 0.44758781 0.41385959 

70 0.50112 0.47834007 0.44708133 

80 0.50223 0.46144931 0.4285922 

90 0.50446 0.48271227 0.44948679 

100 0.501167 0.47026318 0.44435201 

 
Fig. 14 Similarity measure comparison 
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The pseudocode of the cosine similarity function is a 

function [simvalue] = cossim(A, B) 

%COSSIM Summary of this function goes here 

%   Detailed explanation goes here 

a=numel(A); 

b=numel(B); 

if a==b 

else 

    if a>b 

       df=a-b; 

       B(b+1,b+df)=1; 

    else 

        df=b-a; 

        A(a+1,a+df)=1; 

    end 

end 

for i=1:numel(A) 

   AB(i)=A(i)*B(i); 

  

end 

nume=sum(AB); 

sum1=0; 

for i=1:numel(A) 

   sum1=sum1+A(i)^2;  

end 

sum2=0; 

for j=1:numel(B) 

   sum2=sum2+B(j)^2;  

end 

deno=sum1*sum2; 

simvalue=nume/sqrt(deno); 

 

Depending on the cosine similarity values, the encryption 

algorithm is applied. Let if the maximum similarity value is R, 

then 3 levels of encryption algorithms are considered based on 

ranges less than R/4, between R/4 and R/2, and between R/2 

and R. If the range is less than R/4, then the RSA algorithm is 

applied. If the range is between R/4 and R/2, then AES is 

applied, as shown in fig. 14.   

 The pseudocode for encryption architecture is  

load Similaritymeasure 

encryptedfiles=[]; 

threshold=mean(connectionvalue(:,3)); 

range=[threshold/2 threshold]; 

[r,c]=size(connectionvalue); 

for i=1:r-1 

    [an,pos]=find(connectionvalue(:,1)==i); 

    l1=mean(connectionvalue(pos,3)); 

    l1=mean(l1); 

    l1=l1/(numel(pos)/2); 

    if l1>range(1) &&  l1<range(2) 

[s_box, inv_s_box, w, poly_mat, inv_poly_mat] = aes_init; 

load lowereddata 

ciphertext = cipher (plaintext, w, s_box, poly_mat, 1); 

end 

    elseif  l1>range(2) 

plaintext=normaltext 

p=59; 

q=61;   

M=plaintext; 

[Pk,Phi,d,e] = intialize(p,q); 

x=length(M); 

c=0; 

for j= 1:x 

    for bi=0:122 

        if strcmp(M(j),char(bi)) 

            c(j)=bi; 

        else 

            c(j)=M(j); 

        end 

    end 

end 

ciphertext=c; 

encryptedfiles{i}=ciphertext; 
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Fig. 15 Encryption algorithm 
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6.  Conclusion 
Cloud computing is a widely used platform in many 

applications, and it is growing very rapidly. Users store their 

data on the cloud in an encrypted form so that an unauthorized 

user cannot access it and can be protected from other well-

known attacks. Various schemes and approaches are 

implemented over the cloud for protecting data and retrieving 

the most relevant documents. The paper discusses various 

existing schemes that are used for data retrieval over the cloud. 

Some provide advantages over the other and overcomes the 

drawbacks of existing study. But still, there exist issues related 

to security, user privacy, efficient retrieval of files, 

authorization, and many more need to be resolved so that users 

can securely store and retrieve their data from the cloud 

without compromising these issues.   
 

Working on a cloud has always been a challenging task 

because the data is outsourced to a third party, which is a great 

risk in terms of security (encryption), and again, the retrieval 

of data from a third party imposes various challenges in terms 

of indexing, searching and ranking.  Literature survey states 

various techniques that begin with a single keyword search but 

lack ranking of relevant documents. With limited efficiency, a 

ranked-based multiple-keyword search was introduced. Then, 

several user search schemes were developed using fuzzy and 

semantic search. In terms of user experience, all these schemes 

need improvement. So, there is a requirement for such an 

efficient multiple keyword-based encrypted index search 

scheme. This must include a better encryption algorithm for 

enhanced encrypted index search technique,  encrypting 

documents and index, secure retrieval of documents and 

ranking of documents according to relevance order. The EFS 

basically refers to as Encrypted File System. This encrypts 

storage files, but until the encryption keys are secure, this 

system prevents information leakage. These EFS services 

were built only for local hard discs. Implementing such 

systems to remote and cloud storage needs enhancements and 

revisions. The paper has focussed on the secure encryption 

scheme that uses three encryption algorithms instead of a 

single algorithm. The application of cosine similarity in cloud 

data and index encryption has provided novelty towards 

secure ranked retrieval of cloud data. 

 

Accuracy, time efficiency along with, accessibility and 

security are the major key points that need to be considered in 

the retrieval of data in an encrypted search. These research 

gaps highlight the important concern points that led to 

previous studies of encrypted search schemes. Only 

authorized users can access the data, which means the security 

of the user data must be maintained. By providing secure 

access, the system performance in terms of accuracy and 

efficiency should not degrade. The main factors that must be 

considered importantly are security, accessibility, search time, 

and data accuracy, which must work synchronically.  
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